There is high demand for automated tools that assign polarity to microblog content such as tweets (Twitter posts), but this is challenging due to the terseness and informality of tweets in addition to the wide variety and rapid evolution of language in Twitter. It is thus impractical to use standard supervised machine learning techniques dependent on annotated training examples. We do without such annotations by using label propagation to incorporate labels from a maximum entropy classifier trained on noisy labels and knowledge about word types encoded in a lexicon, in combination with the Twitter follower graph. Results on polarity classification for several datasets show that our label propagation approach rivals a model supervised with in-domain annotated tweets, and it outperforms the noisily supervised classifier it exploits as well as a lexicon-based polarity ratio classifier.
Introduction
Twitter is a microblogging service where users post messages ("tweets") of no more than 140 characters. With around 200 million users generating 140 million tweets per day, Twitter represents one of the largest and most dynamic datasets of user generated content. Along with other social networking websites such as Facebook, the content on Twitter is real time: tweets about everything from a friend's birthday to a devastating earthquake can be found posted during and immediately after an event in question.
This vast stream of real time data has major implications for any entity interested in public opinion and even acting on what is learned and engaging with the public directly. Companies have the opportunity to examine what customers and potential customers are saying about their products and services without costly and time-consuming surveys or explicit requests for feedback. Political organizations and candidates might be able to determine what issues the public is most interested in, as well as where they stand on those issues. Manual inspection of tweets can be useful for many such analyses, but many applications and questions require realtime analysis of massive amounts of social media content. Computational tools that automatically extract and analyze relevant information about opinion expressed on Twitter and other social media sources are thus in high demand.
Full sentiment analysis for a given question or topic requires many stages, including but not limited to: (1) extraction of tweets based on an initial query, (2) filtering out spam and irrelevant items from those tweets, (3) identifying subjective tweets, and (4) identifying the polarity of those tweets. Like most work in sentiment analysis, we focus on the last stage, polarity classification. The simplest approaches are based on the presence of words or emoticons that are indicators of positive or negative polarity (e.g. Twitter's own API, O'Connor et al. (2010) ), or calculating a ratio of positive to negative terms (Choi and Cardie, 2009) . Though these are a useful first pass, the nuance of language often defeats them (Pang and Lee, 2008) . Tweets provide additional challenges compared to edited text; e.g. they are short and include informal/colloquial/abbreviated language. 53
Standard supervised classification methods improve the situation somewhat (Pang et al., 2002) , but these require texts labeled with polarity as input and they do not adapt to changes in language use. One way around this is to use noisy labels (also referred to as "distant supervision"), e.g. by taking emoticons like ':)' as positive and ':(' as negative, and train a standard classifier (Read, 2005; Go et al., 2009) . 1 Semi-supervised methods can also reduce dependence on labeled texts: for example, Sindhwani and Melville (2008) use a polarity lexicon combined with label propagation. Several have used label propagation starting with a small number of hand-labeled words to induce a lexicon for use in polarity classification (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2008; Rao and Ravichandran, 2009; Brody and Elhadad, 2010) .
In this paper, we bring together several of the above approaches via label propagation using modified adsorption (Talukdar and Crammer, 2009 ). This also allows us to explore the possibility of exploiting the Twitter follower graph to improve polarity classification, under the assumption that people influence one another or have shared affinities about topics. We construct a graph that has users, tweets, word unigrams, word bigrams, hashtags, and emoticons as its nodes; users are connected based on the Twitter follower graph, users are connected to the tweets they created, and tweets are connected to the unigrams, bigrams, hashtags and emoticons they contain. We seed the graph using the polarity values in the OpinionFinder lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) , the known polarity of emoticons, and a maximum entropy classifier trained on 1.8 million tweets with automatically assigned labels based on the presence of positive and negative emoticons, like Read (2005) and Go et al. (2009) .
We compare the label propagation approach to the noisily supervised classifier itself and to a standard lexicon-based method using positive/negative ratios. Evaluation is performed on several datasets of tweets that have been annotated for polarity: the Stanford Twitter Sentiment set (Go et al., 2009) (Shamma et al., 2009) , and a new dataset of tweets about health care reform that we have created. In addition to performing standard per-tweet accuracy, we also measure per-target accuracy (for health care reform) and an aggregate error metric over all users in our test set that captures how similar predicted positivity of each user is to their actual positivity. Across all datasets and measures, we find that label propagation is consistently better than the noisily supervised classifier, which in turn outperforms the lexicon-based method. Additionally, for the health care reform dataset, the label propagation approach-which uses no gold labeled tweets, just a hand-created lexicon-outperforms a maximum entropy classifier trained on gold labels. However, we do not find the follower graph to improve performance with our current implementation.
Datasets
We use several different Twitter datasets as training or evaluation resources. From the annotated datasets, only tweets with positive or negative polarity are used, so neutral tweets are ignored. While important, subjectivity detection is largely a different problem from polarity classification. For example, Pang and Lee (2004) use minimum cuts in graphs for the former and machine-learned text classification for the latter. We also do not give any special treatment to retweets, though doing so is a possible future improvement.
Emoticon-based training set (EMOTICON)
Emoticons are commonly exploited as noisy indicators of polarity-including by Twitter's own advanced search "with positive/negative attitude." While imperfect, there is potential for millions of tweets containing emoticons to serve as a source of noisy training material for a supervised classifier. We create such a training set from a sample of the "garden hose" 2 Twitter feed, from September to December, 2009 . At the time of collection, this included up to 15% of all tweets worldwide.
From this feed, 6,265,345 tweets containing at least one of the emoticons listed in Table 1 Table 2 shows the 20 most predictive unigram features of each class in the EMOMAXENT classifier (described below) that are among the 1000 most common unigrams in this dataset and are not themselves emoticons. A few non-English (but polarized) words (e.g. gracias, bom, triste) make it past our simple language filter and onto these lists, but the majority of the most predictive words are English. Other highly predictive words are artifacts of the particular tweet sample that comprises the EMOTICON dataset, such as 'nickjonas,' 'brittany,' and 'murphy,' the latter two explained by the abun- Table 3 : Basic properties of the annotated datasets used in this paper.
dance of negative tweets after actress Brittany Murphy's death. Most others are intuitively good markers of positive or negative polarity.
Datasets with polarity annotations
Three annotated datasets, summarized in Table 3 and described below, are used for training, development, or evaluation of polarity classifiers. We filter this dataset with two constraints in order to ensure high inter-annotator agreement. First, at least three votes must have been provided for a tweet to be included. Second, more than half of the votes must have been positive or negative; the majority label is taken as the gold standard for that tweet. This results in a set of 1,898 tweets. Of these, 705 had positive gold labels and 1192 had negative gold labels, and the average inter-annotator agreement of the Turk votes for these tweets was 83.7%. To our knowledge, we are the first to perform automatic polarity classification on this dataset.
Stanford Twitter Sentiment (STS
Health Care Reform (HCR). We create a new annotated dataset based on tweets about health care reform in the USA. This was a strongly debated topic that created a large number of polarized tweets, especially in the run up to the signing of the health care bill on March 23, 2010. We extract tweets containing the health care reform hashtag "#hcr" from early 2010; a subset of these are annotated by us and colleagues for polarity (positive, negative, neutral, irrelevant) and polarity targets (health care reform, Obama, Democrats, Republicans, Tea Party, conservatives, liberals, and Stupak). These are separated into training, dev and test sets. As with the other datasets, we restrict attention in this paper only to positive and negative tweets. 5
The Twitter follower graph
One of the key ideas we test in this paper is whether social connections can be used to improve polarity classification for individual tweets and users. We construct the Twitter follower graphs for the users in the above datasets in stages using publicly available data from the Twitter API. From the full list of each user's followers, we retain only followers found within the datasets; this prunes unknown users who did not tweet about the topic and thus are unlikely to provide useful information. This method for graph construction offers nearly complete graphs, but has two main disadvantages. First, many users have raised their privacy levels over time, which hinders the ability to view their follower graph. In these cases only their tweet information is known. Secondly, due to the rapid pace of growth on Twitter, user graphs tend to grow quickly; thus our constructed graph is a representation of the user's current social graph and not the exact graph that existed at the time of the tweet.
Approach
We compare three main approaches: using lexiconbased positive/negative ratios, maximum entropy classification and label propagation.
Lexicon-based baseline (LEXRATIO)
A reasonable baseline to use in polarity classification is to count the number of positive and negative terms in a tweet and pick the category with more terms (O'Connor et al., 2010) . This actually uses supervision at the level of word types. Like most others, we use the OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon, 6 which contains 2,304 words annotated as positive and 4,153 words as negative. If the number of positive and negative words in a tweet is equal (including zero for both), the label is chosen at random.
Maximum entropy classifier (MAXENT)
The OpenNLP Maximum Entropy package 7 is used to train polarity classifiers using either EMOTICON or HCR-TRAIN, henceforth referred to as EMO-MAXENT and GOLDMAXENT, respectively. 
Label Propagation (LPROP)
Tweets are not created in isolation-each tweet is linked to other tweets by the same author, and each author is influenced by the tweets of those he or she follows. Common vocabulary and topics of discussion also connect tweets to each other. Graph-based methods such as label propagation (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; Baluja et al., 2008; Talukdar and Crammer, 2009 ) provide a natural means to represent and exploit such relationships in order to improve classification, often while requiring less supervision than with standard classification. Label propagation algorithms spread label distributions from a small set of nodes seeded with some initial label information (always noisy, heuristic information rather than gold instance labels in our case) throughout the graph. Label distributions are spread across a graph G = {V, E, W } where V is the set of n nodes, E is a set of m edges and W is an n×n matrix of weights, with w ij as the weight of edge (i, j). We use Modified Adsorption (MAD) (Talukdar and Crammer, 2009 ) over a graph with nodes representing tweets, authors and features, while varying the seed information and the construction of the edge sets. The spreading of the label distributions can be viewed as a controlled random walk with three possible actions: (i) injecting a seeded node with its seed label, (ii) continuing the walk from the current node to a neighboring node, and (iii) abandoning the walk. MAD takes three parameters, µ 1 , µ 2 and µ 3 , which control the relative importance of each of these actions, respectively. We use the Junto Label Propagation Toolkit's implementation of MAD in this paper. 9 Modified Adsorption requires some nodes in the graph to have seed distributions, which can come for a variety of knowledge sources. We consider the following variants for seeding the graph:
• Maxent-seed: EMOMAXENT is trained on the EMOTICON dataset; every tweet node is seeded 9 http://code.google.com/p/junto/ with its polarity predictions for the tweet.
• Lexicon-seed: Nodes are created for every word in the OpinionFinder lexicon. Positive words are seeded as 90% positive if they are strongly subjective and 80% positive if weakly subjective; similarly and conversely for negative words. Every tweet is connected by an edge to every word in the polarity lexicon it contains, using the weighting scheme discussed with Feature-edges below.
• Emoticon-seed: Nodes are created for emoticons from Table 1 and seeded as 90% positive or negative depending on their polarity.
• Annotated-seed: The annotations in HCR-TRAIN are used to seed the tweets from that dataset as 100% positive or negative, in accordance with the label.
We use Noisy-seed as a collective term for all of the above seed sets except Annotated-seed. The other main aspect of graph construction is specifying edges and their weights. We consider the following variants:
• Follower-edges: When a user A follows another user B, we add an edge from A to B with a weight of 1.0, a weight that is comparable to that of a moderately frequent word in Feature-edges below.
• Feature-edges: Nodes are added for hashtags and the features described in §3.2 and connected to the 57 tweets that contain them. An edge connecting a tweet t to a feature f has weight w tf using relative frequency ratios of the feature between the dataset d in question and the EMOTICON dataset as a reference corpus r:
We use All-edges when combining both edge sets. Figure 1 illustrates the connections for All-edges and Noisy-seed by example. Each user u n is attached to anyone who follows them or who they follow. Each user is also connected to the tweets they authored. Words from OpinionFinder are connected to tweets that contain those words, and similarly for hashtags, emoticons, unigrams, and bigrams. Emoticons and words from OpinionFinder are seeded according to the explanation above. All edges other than Feature-edges are given a weight of 1.0.
Results

Parameter tuning
We evaluated our models on the STS, OMD, and HCR-DEV datasets during development and kept HCR-TEST as a final held-out test set used once, after all relevant parameters had been set. For Modified Adsorption, 100 iterations were used, and a seed injection parameter µ 1 of .005 gave the best balance of allowing seed distributions to affect other nodes without overwhelming them. The Junto default value of .01 was used for both µ 2 and µ 3 . Table 4 shows the per-tweet accuracy results of the random baseline, the LEXRATIO baseline, the EMOMAXENT classifier alone, the LPROP classifier run only on Follower-edges with Maxent-seed, the LPROP classifier run on the full graph from Figure 1 only seeded with Lexicon-seed, and the LPROP classifier run on All-edges and Noisy-seed.
Per-tweet accuracy
For all datasets, LPROP with Feature-edges and Noisy-seed outperforms or matches all other methods. For STS, our best result of 84.7% accuracy beats Go et al. (2009) (Follower-edges, Maxent-seed) .233 LPROP (All-edges, Lexicon-seed) .187 LPROP (Feature-edges, Noisy-seed)
.148 LPROP (All-edges, Noisy-seed) .148 Table 5 : Mean squared error (MSE) per-user on HCR-TEST, for users with at least 3 tweets of 82.7%. Their approach uses a Maxent classifier trained on a noisily labeled emoticon training set similar to our EMOTICON dataset. Note that they also remove neutral tweets from the test set. Our semi-supervised label propagation method compares favorably to fully supervised approaches. For example, a graph with Feature-edges seeded with gold labels from HCR-TRAIN (i.e. Annotatedseed) obtains only 64.6% per-tweet accuracy on HCR-TEST. A maximent entropy classifier trained on HCR-TRAIN achieves 66.7%. Our best label propagation approach surpasses both of these at 71.2%.
We find that in general Follower-edges are not helpful as implemented here. Further work is needed to explore more nuanced ways of modeling the social graph, such as allowing leaders to influence followers more than vice versa.
Per-user error
In many sentiment analysis applications, it is of interest to know what the polarity of a given individual or the overall polarity toward a particular product is. Here we compare the positivity ratio predicted by our methods to that in the gold standard labels on a per-user basis, using the mean squared error between the predicted positivity ratios ppr and the actual ratios apr for all users:
Where apr i and ppr i are the actual and predicted positivity ratios of the ith user. Table 4 : Per-tweet accuracy percentages. The models and parameters were developed while tracking performance on STS, OMD, and HCR-DEV, and HCR-TEST results were obtained from a single, blind run.
+ pow pow, good debate, hack the, hack $ barackobama, barackobama, the vp, good job, to vote, john is, is to, obama did, they both, gergen, knowledge, voting for, for veterans, the veterans, america, will take − language, this was, drinking, terrorists, government, china, obama i, that we, father, obama in, mc, diplomacy, wars, afghanistan, debt, simply, financial, the spin, the bottom, bottom Table 7 : Top 20 most positive and most negative n-grams in OMD after running LPROP with All-edges and Noisyseed. Note that '$' indicates the beginning or end of a tweet.
Noisy-seed) and LPROP (All-edges, Noisy-seed) are tied for the lowest error. Table 6 gives results on a per-target basis for the five most common targets in the HCR-TEST dataset, in order from most common to least common: hcr, dems, obama, gop, and conservatives. The percentages reflect the fraction of tweets correctly labeled for each target. These distributions are highly skewed: the hcr target covers about 69% of the tweets, while the conservatives target covers only about 5%. Thus performance on the hcr target tweets is most important for overall accuracy.
Per-target accuracy
Discussion
Polar language An attractive property of label propagation algorithms is that label distributions can be obtained for nodes other than the tweets (and im-+ human, stupak, you do, sunday, fired vote for, yes on, $ we, vote yes, to vote, vote on, goal, nation, do it, up to, ago, votes, this #hcr, #hcr is, on #hcr − gop, #tlot #hcr, #tcot #tlot, 12, #topprog, medicare, #tlot, #tlot $, #ocra, cbo, tea party, tea, passes, #hhrs, $ dems, #hc, #obamacare, #sgp, dems, do not Table 8 : Top 20 most positive and most negative n-grams in HCR-TEST after running LPROP with All-edges and Noisy-seed.
portantly, nodes that were unseeded). For example, all of the feature nodes-unigrams, bigrams, and hashtags-have a loading for the positive and negative labels. These could be used for various visualizations of the results of the polarity classification, including terms that are the most positive and negative and also highlighting or bolding such terms when showing a user individual tweets. Table 7 shows the 20 unigrams and bigrams with the highest and lowest ratio of positive label probability to negative label probability after running LPROP with All-edges and Noisy-seed. These lists are restricted to terms that had an edge weight of at least 1.0, i.e. that were twice as frequent in OMD compared to the reference corpus, that had a raw count of at least 5 in OMD, and that didn't already appear in the OpinionFinder lexicon. Some of the terms are intuitively positive and negative, e.g. good job and wars. Others reflect more specific aspects of the OMD dataset, such as good debate and afghanistan. Table 6 : Per-target accuracy percentages for HCR-TEST. The number of tweets for each target is given in parentheses.
terms simply reflect a rallying to either pass or defeat the healthcare reform bill (vote for, do not). Other positive words represent more abstract concepts proponents of the bill may be expressing (human, goal).
Conversely, opponents such as those who would attend a tea party are concerned about what they call #obamacare.
Domain differences There are several reasons why performance is much lower on both the OMD and HCR datasets than on STS. First, both the EMOTICON (noisy) training set and the STS dev set are general in topic. Correct estimations of the positivity and negativity of general words in the training set like yay and upset are more likely to be useful in a broad-domain evaluation set, whereas misestimations of the weights of more specific words and bigrams are likely to be washed out. In contrast, the OMD and HCR datasets contain a very different vocabulary distribution from the STS set. Words and phrases referring to specific political issues like health care and iraq war have frequencies that are orders of magnitude higher than either the EMOTI-CON training set or the STS dev set. Thus, misestimations of the positivity or negativity of these features will be amplified in evaluation. Lastly, expression of political opinions tends to be more nuanced than the general opinions and feelings, simply due to the complex nature of political issues. Everyone agrees that a sore throat is bad, while it is less obvious how much government involvement in health care is beneficial.
LEXRATIO vs. EMOMAXENT LEXRATIO has low coverage for words that tend to indicate positive and negative sentiment in particular domains. For example, STS has the tweet In montreal for a long weekend of R&R. Much needed, with a positive gold label. The only word in this tweet in the OpinionFinder lexicon is long, which is labeled as negative. Thus, LEXRATIO incorrectly classifies the tweet as negative. EMOMAXENT correctly labels this tweet positive due to features like weekend being strong indicators of the positive class. Similarly, the tweet Booz Allen Hamilton has a bad ass homegrown social collaboration platform. Way cool! #ttiv is labeled negative by LEXRATIO due to the presence of bad. While EMOMAXENT has a negative preference for both bad and ass, it has a strong positive preference for bad ass, as well as both cool and way cool.
EMOMAXENT vs. LPROP As seen from the pertweet and per-user results, LPROP does consistently better than MAXENT. We now discuss one example of this improvement from the OMD set. One user authored the following four tweets:
• The gold label for t 1 is positive and the rest are negative. All of the LPROP classifiers correctly predicted the labels for all four tweets. EMOMAXENT missed t 2 and t 3 , so this primarily negative user is incorrectly indicated as primarily positive by EMOMAX-ENT. LPROP gets around this by propagating sentiment polarity through unigram features in this case. 60
The unigram mccain has an edge weight to tweets that contain it of 8.6 for the OMD corpus, meaning mccain is much more frequent in this corpus than the reference corpus, so any sentiment associated with mccain is propagated strongly. In this case, the output of label propagation seeded with Noisy-seed reveals that mccain has negative sentiment for this dataset.
Related Work
Much work in sentiment analysis involves the use and generation of dictionaries capturing the sentiment of words. These methods range from manual approaches of developing domain-dependent lexicons (Das and Chan, 2001 ) to semi-automated approaches (Hu and Liu, 2004) and fully automated approaches (Turney, 2002) . Melville et al. (2009) use a unified framework combining background lexical information in terms of word-class associations and refine this information for specific domains using any available training examples. They produce better results than using either a lexicon or training.
O 'Connor et al. (2010) use the OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon to label the polarity of tweets about Barack Obama and compare daily aggregate sentiment scores to the Gallup poll time series of manually gathered approval ratings of Obama. Even with this simple polarity determination, they find significant correlation between their predicted aggregate sentiment per day and the Gallup poll.
Using the OMD dataset, Shamma et al. (2009) find that amount of Twitter activity is a good predictor of topic changes during the debate, and that the content of concurrent tweets reflects a mix of the current debate topic and Twitter users' reactions to that topic. Diakopoulos and Shamma (2010) use the same dataset to develop analysis and visualization techniques to aid journalists and others in understanding the relationship between the live debate event and the timestamped tweets. Bollen et al. (2010) perform aggregate sentiment analysis on tweets over time, comparing predicted sentiment to time series such as the stock market and crude oil prices, as well as major events such as election day and Thanksgiving. However, the authors use hand-built rules for classification based on the Profile of Mood States (POMS) and largely evaluate based on inspection.
Conclusion
We have improved upon existing tweet polarity classification methods by combining several knowledge sources with a noisily supervised label propagation algorithm. We show that a maximum entropy classifier trained with distant supervision works better than a lexicon-based ratio predictor, improving the accuracy for polarity classification on our held-out test set from 58.1% to 62.9%. By using the predictions of that classifier in combination with a graph that incorporates tweets and lexical features, we obtain even better accuracy of 71.2%.
We did not find overall gains from using the follower graph as implemented here. There is room for improvement in the way the follower graph is encoded in our graph, particularly with respect to using asymmetric relationships rather than an undirected graph, and in how follower relationships are weighted.
Another source of information that could be used to improve results is the text in pages that have been linked to from a tweet. In many cases, it is only possible to know what the polarity is by looking at the page being linked to. Our label propagation setup can incorporate this straightforwardly by adding nodes for those pages plus edges between them and all tweets that reference them.
